
                #               Account               Name         Phone Agenda Question Posted Via Response
1 118612 MUNENGE,HANNAH MUGANE (1547542 ) 254722839874 DIVIDENDS can I be receiving my future dividends through mpesa Mobile Thank you Hannah for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 

per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

2 41788 IRUBU,CHARLES CHARAGU (3340775 ) 254720702198 DIVIDENDS when will the shareholder's get dividends again Mobile Dear Charles, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. The Company is taking all possible measures to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid to shareholders.

3 75307 BIRGEN,MIRIAM WANGARE (2827719 ) 254722797515 DIVIDENDS wanted to know where my dividends go? Mobile Dear Miriam, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

4 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

WHY not phiscal agm meeting or both? Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. Virtual AGM's provide more inclusivity and enable shareholders 
outside Nairobi to participate thus enabling more engagement from our 
shareholder base. In the foreseable future, due to the advantages that 
virtual AGMs offer, we anticipate the AGMs to be virtual

5 56369 NJIHIA,GABRIEL MOKO (903981 ) 254722761166 DIVIDENDS are we going to have a big divided Mobile Dear Gabriel, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022..

6 117074 CHELIMO,RAEL (9393650 ) 254724503763 DIVIDENDS when are you paying the dividends ? Mobile Dear Rael, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

7 113559 OKELLO,TITUS EVANS (20342412 ) 254722155070 DIVIDENDS any dividends this time rou? it has been a while since 
you last gave us something

Mobile Dear Titus, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

8 104359 KAMAU,HANAH NJOKI (2923459 ) 254729570918 DIVIDENDS how much is the dividend Mobile Dear Hannah, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

9 96630 KIMANI,ELIUD KURIA (773549 ) 254724976312 DIVIDENDS gift to compliment nil dividend Mobile Dear Eliud, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. There is no policy or intent to give gift to compliment nil dividend.

10 55183 MUASYA,JOSEPH MULI (2201119 ) 254721676878 DIVIDENDS how much will get? Mobile Dear Joseph, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

11 30235 AGUTU,MICHAEL OMOLO (439606 ) 254708211118 DIVIDENDS dividend per share Mobile Dear Michael, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

12 30235 AGUTU,MICHAEL OMOLO (439606 ) 254708211118 DIVIDENDS dividend per share Mobile Dear Michael, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

13 111502 NGANGA,GRACE WANJIRU (14822100 ) 254729532327 DIVIDENDS may I be sent dividends through mpesa Mobile Thank you Grace for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

14 33489 KAMAU,SAMUEL NJOROGE (915386 ) 254721918552 DIVIDENDS how much is the declared dividend Mobile Dear Samuel, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

15 113530 ODHIAMBO,SOLOMON (2653281 ) 254724599620 DIVIDENDS when will the dividend be paid? Mobile Dear Solomon, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

16 51422 MWAURA,GORET WANJIRU (1070215 ) 254721911146 DIVIDENDS a request to receive my dividend via mobile transfer Mobile Thank you Goret for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

17 117783 KOECH,CHARLES KIMELI (2094851 ) 254722641867 DIVIDENDS I have not been receiving my dividend for some years 
now. why?

Mobile Dear Charles, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

18 115051 CHEGE,EDWIN MUNGAI (20853611 ) 254726700502 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

what strategy is place to return business to 
profitability

Mobile Dear, Edwin, thank you for the question.The company is investing in 
higher growth technology products including social and analytics product, 
Feed 2.0, an influencer management product. In addition, the company 
underwent a restructuring exercise in May and June of 2023 in an effort 
to streamline operations and drive efficiencies 

19 96198 TIWARI,PRANAW (2628520 ) 254722206221 DIVIDENDS when can I recieve the dividends Mobile Dear Pranaw, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

20 117684 KINUTHIA,JUDY NYANJAU (48186 ) 254728441640 DIVIDENDS can the dividends be paid via Mpesa please Mobile Thank you Judy for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as per 
your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you to 
advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

21 113743 OGENDO,FREDRICK ALOO (5848881 ) 254724982946 DIVIDENDS DIVIDENDS Mobile Dear Fredrick, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

22 118298 RAGWARI,NOBBERT OUMA (50777766 ) 254710529681 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NA Dear Nobbert, thank you for your question ,Please use below link to 
access Financial Statements. https://wpp-scangroup.com/investor-
relations/#

23 117319 NDUATI,HENRY NGARUIYA (20642122 ) 254728901957 DIVIDENDS can i receive my divided through mpesa Mobile Thank you Henry for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

24 114479 NGATIA,DAVID IRUNGU (259497 ) 254724036500 DIVIDENDS what is dividend per share and bonus shares Mobile Dear David, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

25 116869 MEMIA,SIMON KINYANJUI (6274803 ) 254723037254 DIVIDENDS How much divided payable per share?. Mobile Dear Simon, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

26 64387 NDIRITU,DAVID GWAMA (701300 ) 254722270711 DIVIDENDS what rate of dividend payable Mobile Dear David, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

27 10788 MUNUTHI,CATHERINE WANJIKU (2341948 ) 254722510651 DIVIDENDS When do I expect my dividends.  Also check if the 
previous dividends were sent to my KCB bank.

Dear Catherine, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you 
on phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke.

28 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

WHY not physical agm meeting or both agms? Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. With virtual AGM we have more inclusivity and shareholders 
outside Nairobi can also participate.

29 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

HOW would you improve the group business now and 
the the next level of business?

Mobile Dear, Alois, thank you for the question.The company is investing in higher 
growth technology products including our social and analytics product, 
Feed 2.0, an influencer management product, InfluenceO which will all 
drive growth. In addition, the company underwent a restructuring 
exercise in May and June of 2023 in an effort to streamline operations 
and drive efficiencies. The combination of those actions will improve the 
business performance.

30 2808 MAINA,WASHINGTON KAMAU (870730 ) 254722609662 DIVIDENDS how much is one share is getting  as divided Mobile Dear Washington, thank you for your question. Please note that the 
directors do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial 
year ended 31st December 2022.

31 58797 NJERU,ROSEMARY KARIMI (3176606 ) 254722467111 DIVIDENDS since I bought share I have never received any 
dividends,where do I enquire in the same??

Mobile Dear Rosemary, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you 
on phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

32 109858 IHUTHIA,NANCY NJOKI (2053020 ) 254720269739 DIVIDENDS how is dividend paid Mobile Dear Nancy, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke



33 109858 IHUTHIA,NANCY NJOKI (2053020 ) 254720269739 DIVIDENDS dividends paymenf Mobile Dear Nancy, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

34 17054 NGUURU,BERNADETTE TURARI (3456722 ) 254721896592 DIVIDENDS never received dividends Mobile Dear Bernadette, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you 
on phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

35 103724 NJIRU,JANE WANGECI (5359589 ) 254720174442 DIVIDENDS how much is my devident Mobile Dear Jane, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

36 117179 BETT,LAWRENCE KIPKIRUI (5455189 ) 254702898432 DIVIDENDS When will the dividend payment resume? Dear Lawrence, thank you for your question and participating in this 
year's AGM. The Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-
instate distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid to 
shareholders to the maximum extent prudently possible.

37 117179 BETT,LAWRENCE KIPKIRUI (5455189 ) 254702898432 A.O.B The Share price is rapidly losing value, is it reflective of 
the value of the company? and what can be done to 
correct this position

Dear Lawrence, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM. The Board and new management of the company are working hard 
to improve performance and profitability of the Group. We hope that this 
will start to show results soon and that the share price will increase as a 
result. The Group has a depth of talent and expertise across the markets 
that it operates in.    We have had a few significant wins of business this 
year giving confidence to our ability to take the business back to growth 
and profitability.        
Having said this, we also are cognisant of the Global macro economic 
headwinds due to the war in Ukraine, inflationary pressure in USA and 
Europe and slower rebound in China, resulting in the GDP of Global 
Markets GDP being more subdued.
This impacts our local Kenyan Macro environment, and we are seeing 
economic growth rates being revised, indicating that the market is tough.   
This creates risk aversion for investment into frontier and emerging 
markets and subdues growth.
These macro economic factors have had and will continue to impact the 
NSE index and trading volumes on the bourse.  We have a large 
constituency of foreign investors and these global factors have impacted 
their sentiments yielding a bearish view, this reflected in the overall 
decline in the stock prices at the Nairobi Stock Exchange. 

38 12262 IRUNGU,EUNICE WANGARI (3435385 ) 254722222049 DIVIDENDS I have not been receiving my dividends Dear Eunice, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

39 2277 NDERITU,LEONARD  MAINA (1833685 ) 254724334442 DIVIDENDS What are the percentage of dividends (if any) to be 
paid?

Dear Leonard, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

40 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Association of shareholders to present their concerns 
can you invite them before agms meeting in your 
office?

Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. Any shareholder wishing to engage the Company at any time can do 
so by placing a formal request either though the Company Secretary or 
the Share Registrar i.e. Image Registrars Limited. The Company has 
provided various channels through which shareholders can engage the 
Company before and during the AGM. These details were also contained 
in the AGM notice.

41 26406 NDORIA,GEORGE WAIHENYA (915548 ) 254724497823 DIVIDENDS how one can access unclaimed dividend Mobile Dear George, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

42 62091 OGELO,WALTER OTIENO (3310680 ) 254723984426 DIVIDENDS Dividend to date ? Mobile Dear Walter, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

43 103724 NJIRU,JANE WANGECI (5359589 ) 254720174442 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

meeting place and time Mobile Dear Jane, Thank you for your question. The AGM will be held virtually on 
30th June 2023 at 11.00am .A link will be sent to you before the meeting 
starts

44 28825 MACHARIA,JOHN ARMSTRONG MURIITHI (2  254721303191 DIVIDENDS how do I get all my dividend Mobile Dear John, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

45 20200 MUSYOKA,JOHN (1979795 ) 254721330153 DIVIDENDS When Mobile Dear John, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022

46 116203 KIMOTHO,ANASTATUS MUCHIRA (5531012 254721975560 DIVIDENDS dividend 2023. Mobile Dear Anastatus, thank you for your question. Please note that the 
directors do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial 
year ended 31st December 2022

47 64387 NDIRITU,DAVID GWAMA (701300 ) 254722270711 DIVIDENDS can my dividend be paid through mpesa Mobile Thank you David for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

48 21482 MUEKE,JAMES KARURI (957925 ) 254723588557 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1 Mobile Dear James, thank you for your question ,Please use below link to access 
Financial Statements. https://wpp-scangroup.com/investor-relations/#

49 21482 MUEKE,JAMES KARURI (957925 ) 254723588557 DIVIDENDS 1 Mobile Dear James, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

50 92234 MOLO,GABRIEL KAMAU (1230417 ) 254720645240 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

WHAT IF I WANT TO SELL MY SHARES Mobile Dear Gabriel, thank you for your question. Kindly note that you purchased 
your shares through discount securities who went under receivership and 
you are required to visit any Co-opereative Bank for further assistance.

51 75603 MURIU,STEPHEN MACHARIA (29602 ) 254722332381 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

What is the future of the company? Dear Stephen, thank you for the question.The company is gaining 
momentum and the management has put in place measures to ensure it 
returns to profitability. These include: investing in higher growth 
technology products such as InfluenceO and Feed 2.0. In addition, the 
company underwent a restructuring exercise in May and June of 2023 in 
an effort to streamline operations and drive efficiencies.

52 64153 M'MBWIRIA,MURIIRA  M'MUNGANIA (2371  254722586634 DIVIDENDS When can we expect declaration of a dividend? Mobile Dear Muriira, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. The Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid to shareholders to the 
maximum extent prudently possible.

53 69675 MUNENGE,HANNAH MUGANE (1547542 ) 254722839874 DIVIDENDS am requesting to.be receiving.my.dividends.through 
mpesa

Mobile Thank you Hannah for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

54 64387 NDIRITU,DAVID GWAMA (701300 ) 254722270711 DIVIDENDS what the rate of dividend being paid Mobile Dear David, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

55 5758 KANGORI,PATRICIA (3489345 ) 254722770272 DIVIDENDS since 2020 no dividend received Mobile Dear Patricia, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you on 
phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

56 112621 MIYAGO,HILDA AWINO OLUM (17713744 ) 254721574381 DIVIDENDS dividendsdeclared Mobile Dear Hilda, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

57 113814 DORAH,TSINDOLI (6625983 ) 254722439898 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

what's the future of the company in terms of 
performance at nse

Mobile Dear Dorah, thank you for the question.The company is gaining 
momentum and the management has put in place measures to ensure it 
returns to profitability. These include: investing in higher growth 
technology products such as InfluenceO and Feed 2.0. In addition, the 
company underwent a restructuring exercise in May and June of 2023 in 
an effort to streamline operations and drive efficiencies.

58 26459 WAITHAKA,ANNIE WANJIKU (3439216 ) 254723446400 DIVIDENDS can I receive my dividend via phone? Mobile Thank you Annie for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke



59 26459 WAITHAKA,ANNIE WANJIKU (3439216 ) 254723446400 DIVIDENDS Interested in selling all my shares, can I get help? Mobile Dear Annie, thank you for your question, Kindly note that you purchased 
your shares through Nyaga stock broker who went under receivership and 
you are  required to contact their agent at Capital Market Authority for 
guidance for guidance on how to transfer the shares from Nyaga Stock 
brokers to an active stock broker.

60 19284 KAMAU,CATHERINE  NJOKI (3075249 ) 254722830158 DIVIDENDS How can I collect the dividends of previous years not 
collected?

Mobile Dear Catherine, thank you for your question. We are getting back to you 
on phone for further advice. Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 
000 or send an email to info@image.co.ke

61 93224 MAIWA,NAOMI CHEPKORIR (3270157 ) 254722540129 DIVIDENDS Will we be paid dividends? Mobile Dear Naomi, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

62 3154 ABUTIKA,OBED CHAPIA (1544012 ) 254720215552 DIVIDENDS can dividend be sent on my mobile number Mobile Thank you Obed for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

63 113743 OGENDO,FREDRICK ALOO (5848881 ) 254724982946 DIVIDENDS DIVIDENDS Mobile Dear Fredrick, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

64 115493 MAINA,JULIUS KAMAU (1636138 ) 254722425756 DIVIDENDS Dividends how much? Mobile Dear Julius, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

65 116870 NJAGI,BENSON HOTII (6507000 ) 254720496902 DIVIDENDS 150 Mobile Dear Benson, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

66 19597 KAHENYA,MARY MUTHONI (741361 ) 254721959200 RE-APPOINTMENT AND 
REMUNERATION OF 
AUDITORS

3 Mobile Dear Mary, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly clarify 
your question in order to accord you a response.

67 114479 NGATIA,DAVID IRUNGU (259497 ) 254724036500 DIVIDENDS bonus and dividend per share Mobile Dear David, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

68 77415 MARARO,MARY WANGECI (68764 ) 254722426541 ELECTION OF 
DIRECTORS

What is the rate of the devidends? Mobile Dear Mary, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

69 16313 NGANGA,JOYCE WAMBUI (1156829 ) 254723408588 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Request for annual reports via email Mobile Dear Joyce, thank you for your question. Kindly share your email address.

70 19897 MBURUGU,ROBERT MUGAMBI (2353571 ) 254720569522 DIVIDENDS can I receive my dividend through mpesa? Mobile Thank you Robert for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

71 33489 KAMAU,SAMUEL NJOROGE (915386 ) 254721918552 DIVIDENDS have you declared dividends ? Mobile Dear Samuel, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

72 55183 MUASYA,JOSEPH MULI (2201119 ) 254721676878 DIVIDENDS dividends percentage? Mobile Dear Joseph, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

73 109858 IHUTHIA,NANCY NJOKI (2053020 ) 254720269739 DIVIDENDS how much is divided paid Mobile Dear Nancy, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors 
do not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

74 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

HOW would you improve the group bissinnes? Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for the question.The company is gaining momentum 
and the management has put in place measures to ensure it returns to 
profitability. These include: investing in higher growth technology 
products such as InfluenceO and Feed 2.0. In addition, the company 
underwent a restructuring exercise in May and June of 2023 in an effort 
to streamline operations and drive efficiencies.

75 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

WHY not phiscal agm meeting or both? Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. With virtual AGM we have more inclusivity and shareholders 
outside Nairobi can also participate.

76 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Association of shareholders to present their concerns 
can you invite them before agms?

Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. The Company has provided various channels through which 
shareholders can engage the Company before and during the AGM. These 
details were also contained in the AGM notice. Should you wish to be 
assisted further you can send a formal request either though the 
Company Secretary or the Share Registrar i.e. Image Registrars Limited. 

77 104870 CHAMI,ALOIS WAFULA (15717 ) 254721554735 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

How can  the association  meet the management? Mobile Dear Alois, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. Any shareholder wishing to engage the Company can do so at any 
time via the various channels in place i.e official telephone lines, emails, 
postal address etc. Shareholders can also send a formal request for a 
meeting through the Company Secretary or Shares Registrar. Kindly note 
that since there is no formal registered group of shareholders, any 
meeting with Management will be in the shareholder’s individual capacity 
rather than as representing an “association”.

78 115493 MAINA,JULIUS KAMAU (1636138 ) 254722425756 DIVIDENDS Dividends paying how much? Mobile Dear Julius, thank you for your question. Please note that the directors do 
not recommend the payment of a dividend for the financial year ended 
31st December 2022.

79 41556 NJUMWA,GASPER  KILILO (744840 ) 254722583629 DIVIDENDS Does scan group have a dividend policy? Mobile Yes. Scangroup has a dividend polocy that the board approved in the last 
board meeting. It will be uploaded on our website shortly

80 41556 NJUMWA,GASPER  KILILO (744840 ) 254722583629 DIVIDENDS When are you likely to resume paying dividend? Mobile Dear Gasper, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. The Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid to shareholders to the 
maximum extent prudently possible.

81 75307 BIRGEN,MIRIAM WANGARE (2827719 ) 254722797515 DIVIDENDS want to change my address Mobile Dear Miriam, thank you for your question. You are advised to amend your 
address detail with your stockbroker NCBA.

82 64153 M'MBWIRIA,MURIIRA  M'MUNGANIA (2371  254722586634 DIVIDENDS What chances are Mobile Dear Muriira, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly note 
that directors do not recommend payment of dividends for the year 
ended 31/12/2022.

83 16565 MUINDE,HELLEN (3325652 ) 254723762893 DIVIDENDS what is your name Mobile Dear Gasper, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. kindly clarify your question in order to accord you a response.

84 117222 KAREMERI,STEPHEN KARURI (1399390 ) 254723752370 DIVIDENDS what dividend are you giving Mobile Dear Stephen, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly note 
that directors do not recommend payment of dividends for the year 
ended 31/12/2022.

85 33489 KAMAU,SAMUEL NJOROGE (915386 ) 254721918552 DIVIDENDS has the company declared dividends? Mobile Dear Samuel, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly note 
that directors do not recommend payment of dividends for the year 
ended 31/12/2022.

86 117222 KAREMERI,STEPHEN KARURI (1399390 ) 254723752370 DIVIDENDS pay my dividend through mpesa Mobile Dear Stephen, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly note 
that directors do not recommend payment of dividends for the year 
ended 31/12/2022.

87 36432 NJENGA,MARGARET WAMBUI (951447 ) 254720815538 DIVIDENDS Why are the dividends not send on mpesa as they 
used to yet you have my contacts in that I can join in 
such a meeting

Dear Margaret, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly note 
that directors do not recommend payment of dividends for the year 
ended 31/12/2022. Kindly contact us through 0709170000 for guidance 
on how to change your payment mode.

88 6853 GACHONDE,OBADIAH MWANGI (1713698 ) 254722972162 DIVIDENDS Kindly consider a dividend for the shareholders. Its 
been several years with 0 dividends

Dear Obadiah, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, The Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid to shareholders to the 
maximum extent prudently possible.

89 116962 WAITITU,LAWRENCE KINGORI (50353273 ) 254726356570 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

When is the profit projection for 2023 The company is gaining momentum and has seen growth in Q1 2023. 
Year/year over growth for Q1 was 6% and we anticipate growth of 4-6% 
this year.

90 5758 KANGORI,PATRICIA (3489345 ) 254722770272 DIVIDENDS Morning I have not been receiving my dividends since 
2020  I have been calling the group via line but they 
kept referring me to other unnone company.

Dear Patricia, thank you for your question participating in this years AGM, 
kindly note that the company has not paid any dividends since 2020. 
please contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for advance 
on the same.



91 71100 MWANGI,FRANCIS KUNG'U (3230783 ) 254724235395 DIVIDENDS Consider giving Bonus shares Dear Francis, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, the Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends / bonus shares to be paid to 
shareholders to the maximum extent prudently possible.

92 116340 SYOMBUA,WINNIE (6347045 ) 254727343715 DIVIDENDS Are you paying dividends ? Dear Winnie, thank you for participating in this years AGM, kindly note 
that directors do not recommend payment of dividends for the year 
ended 31/12/2022.

93 39763 MUIRURI,FREDRICK MUNGAI (2698390 ) 254721260009 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

What were the health, safety and environmental 
improvements in last year. Did we have incidents and 
if so, what was done to ensure this doesn't recur?

Dear Frederick, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM.                                                                                                                           
Health, Safety & Environmental awareness started by appointing a HS&E 
Coordinator followed by carrying out self-audit. Thereafter, some 
immediate actions done included:
-	Launching HS&E policy framework
-	Implement health surveillance to track and contain any communicable 
diseases
-	Identify and train Fire Safety Marshalls and First Aiders 
-	Fire drill campaigns
-	Ensure Third Party workers have Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs) 
when on site
-	HS&E brochures for visitors at the reception areas

94 116340 SYOMBUA,WINNIE (6347045 ) 254727343715 A.O.B What are you doing to ensure that the share price is 
finally going in an upward direction ?

Dear Winnie, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, The Board and new management of the company are working hard 
to improve performance and profitability of the Group. We hope that this 
will start to show results soon and that the share price will increase as a 
result. The Group has a depth of talent and expertise across the markets 
that it operates in that is unrivalled.    We have had a few significant wins 
of business this year giving confidence to our ability to take the business 
back to growth and profitability.        
Having said this, we also are cognisant of the Global macro economic 
headwinds due to European war and the federal rate hikes due to 
inflationary pressure in USA and Europe and slower rebound in China, 
resulting in the GDP of Global Markets GDP being more subdued.
This impacts our local Kenyan Macro environment, and we are seeing 
economic growth rates being revised, indicating that the market is tough.   
This creates risk aversion for investment into frontier and emerging 
markets and subdues growth.
These macro economic factors have had and will continue to impact the 
NSE index and trading volumes on the bourse.  We have a large 
constituency of foreign investors and these global factors have impacted 
their sentiments yielding a bearish view, this reflected in the overall 
decline in the stock prices at the Nairobi Stock Exchange. 

95 113059 WAMALWA,ENOS ARCHIBALD (15382066 ) 254711558943 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Is the company leveraging AI Platforms to enhance it's 
advertising capabilities? What 
investments/partnerships has the company made to 
stay at the forefront of AI advancements in the 
advertising industry and what are the anticipated 
benefits of these initiatives?

Dear Enos, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, the company is looking into AI to supplement its advertising 
capabilities. Scanad, one of our Creative entities developed Scanad AiQ 
for SMEs. We will continue to explore all opportunities in AI to drive our 
advertising capabilities

96 14533 BARMAO,JUDY JEPCHIRCHIR (542679 ) 254722855633 DIVIDENDS When did you last pay dividends Dear Judy, thank you for your question participating in this years AGM, 
The last time the company paid dividends was on August 2020. please 
contact us through 0709170000 or info@image.co.ke for advance on the 
same.

97 113559 OKELLO,TITUS EVANS (20342412 ) 254722155070 DIVIDENDS Surely, when was the last time you gave us dividends? 
Is there hope of getting bonus shares soon?

Dear Titus, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, The last time the company paid dividends was on August 2020. The 
Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends / bonus shares to be paid to 
shareholders to the maximum extent prudently possible.

98 115298 SHAH,DEEP RAJNIKANT (20771313 ) 254722916622 A.O.B Poor share price value please advise on the reason as 
company seems to be doing poorly. The directors and 
all should simply resign!

Dear Deep Rajikant, thank you for your question and participating in this 
years AGM, The Board and new management of the company are working 
hard to improve performance and profitability of the Group. We hope 
that this will start to show results soon and that the share price will 
increase as a result. The Group has a depth of talent and expertise across 
the markets that it operates in that is unrivalled.    We have had a few 
significant wins of business this year giving confidence to our ability to 
take the business back to growth and profitability.        
Having said this, we also are cognisant of the Global macro economic 
headwinds due to European war and the federal rate hikes due to 
inflationary pressure in USA and Europe and slower rebound in China, 
resulting in the GDP of Global Markets GDP being more subdued.
This impacts our local Kenyan Macro environment, and we are seeing 
economic growth rates being revised, indicating that the market is tough.   
This creates risk aversion for investment into frontier and emerging 
markets and subdues growth.
These macro economic factors have had and will continue to impact the 
NSE index and trading volumes on the bourse.  We have a large 
constituency of foreign investors and these global factors have impacted 
their sentiments yielding a bearish view, this reflected in the overall 
decline in the stock prices at the Nairobi Stock Exchange. 

99 34955 OPIYO,ERICK  OMWANDHO (2861003 ) 254724590982 A.O.B What are you doing about AI in advertising and 
marketing?

Dear Enos, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, the company is looking into AI to supplement its advertising 
capabilities. Scanad, one of our Creative entities developed Scanad AiQ 
for SMEs. We will continue to explore all opportunities in AI to drive our 
advertising capabilities

100 51933 AUMA,ALICE AGORO (639095 ) 254722838284 A.O.B What does the stand-off/ attacks between media and 
government mean for the scan group plans re: 
advertisements and strategies presented?

Scangroup does not intend to get involved with any stand off with 
government and will keep focused on driving value for clients and 
shareholders. We abide by the laws of all the markets we operate in and 
will continue to so.

101 51933 AUMA,ALICE AGORO (639095 ) 254722838284 A.O.B I am impressed by the ESG agenda and plans for the 
first report, well done! Does your planet pillar have 
robust plans towards the climate change agenda 
globally and how?

We have identified 3 material areas under our Planet pillar:                            
-	  Climate crisis and carbon & footprint reduction- In 2022, we started 
measuring our Scope 1 & Scope 2 emissions. We are currently working on 
developing Scope 1 & 2 targets which shall be ready over the next 12 
months.  The targets shall, in the medium term, speak to achieving net 
zero emissions from our operations. To address Scope 3 emissions, Group 
M, our holding company’s media trading company, has developed and 
released a methodology for calculating emissions from media with a 
commitment to advocate for shared industry standards and accelerate the 
decarbonization of the world’s media supply chain. In February 2023, the 
agency launched a new media omnichannel carbon calculator for clients. 
This tool is available to our local clients through our GroupM subsidiary. 
-	   Office considerations-  we are already looking at a more ergonomic 
office that ensures access to persons who are differently abled.
-	  Energy & resource considerations- as above, we are already working at 
a more energy & resource efficient office

102 5250 MURUU,REGINA  WANGUI (195480 ) 254721628361 DIVIDENDS Expecting improvement of Dividends payment please. Dear Regina, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, The Company will take all actions reasonably possible to re-instate 
distributable reserves to allow dividends to be paid to shareholders to the 
maximum extent prudently possible.



103 116125 MAINA,JOSPHAT MACHARIA (50342050 ) 254713661932 A.O.B My name is Josphat Maina. I am a shareholder and I a 
graduate looking for a job.  Allow me to attach my 
resume: Having worked at the banking industry, I am 
highly skilled professional with experience in the 
banking industry. Proficient in the design, 
development, and implementation of automated 
banking systems. Adept at integrating complex 
banking systems across various departments. Strong 
problem-solving skills and the ability to think 
creatively to develop effective solutions. Possesses 
excellent communication and collaboration skills and 
is able to work effectively with cross-functional teams. 
Seeking a challenging position in the banking industry 
to further develop my skills and contribute to the 
growth of an organization. Also, highly skilled 
mechatronics engineer with experience in design, 
development and implementation of automated 
systems. Proficient in the integration of mechanical, 
electrical, and software systems. Adept at problem 
solving and troubleshooting, with a strong ability to 
think outside the box. Strong communication and 
collaboration skills and able to work effectively with 
cross-functional teams. If you have any openings; let 
me know. 0713661932/ 
josphatmaina9015@gmail.com

Dear Josphat, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, you can contact  human.resources@wpp-scangroup.com

104 117241 KAMANDU,CELESTINE KAVINYA (14814710 254719272180 A.O.B My guestion is....now covid 19 is not with us....can't 
we have a physical meeting next year's AGM?

Dear Celestine, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. With virtual AGM we have more inclusivity and shareholders 
outside Nairobi can also participate.

105 42621 KIMANI,ANNE WAIRIMU (3163350 ) 254725918084 A.O.B How can I sell my shares Dear Gabriel, thank you for your question. Kindly note that you can 
contact your brokers for guidance on how to transfer the shares

106 9122 NGETHE,JOSPHAT KARIUKI (122696 ) 254721798481 A.O.B Good morning, Given the ESG challenges in the US and 
in particular Bud light. How does the business intend 
to work around these emerging issues in our context. 
Thank you

We leverage on our holding company’s Green Claims Guide, supported by 
training, to equip our people with principles and practical tips for making 
effective environmental claims and avoiding misleading the public. We 
are conscious of the reputational risk associated with client briefs that are 
perceived to be environmentally detrimental. As part of our risk 
management framework, new clients or client briefs touching on 
potentially sensitive work are pre-approved prior to accepting the work.

107 95011 MBURU,CAROLINE WAITHIRA (939650 ) 254722742297 A.O.B Mine is just a concern, probably an operations issue, 
am tired of seeing the same faces advertising different 
products for different companies, sometimes you cant 
even tell the product that is even being advertised. 
Even the voice overs sound the same you cant even 
tell apart the products. That may not be effective 
marketing because we are slowly getting used to 
seeing and hearing the same things, its boring.

Dear Caroline, thank you for your question and participating in this years 
AGM, your concern is noted,

108 47330 WANJE,EZEKIEL MWAMURE (488526 ) 254722697095 DIVIDENDS You have our telephone numbers. Why not send 
dividends to mpesa? A cheque of 100 bob for small 
shareholders is direct sending to unclaimed financial 
authority money

Thank you Ezekiel for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

109 6506 GATIMU,WINFRED WANJIRU (1183940 ) 254721472636 A.O.B The SmE product what are your projections on that? 
Such products take a long time to give ROI

Scanad AiQ was launched in Q1. Initial reception has been good and we 
hope to be able to drive some revenue through it. Initial projections are 
still being firmed up.

110 57415 OGOLA,CARL ADAM (104264 ) 254721813074 ANNUAL REPORT AND 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. Why not take advantage of the current low share 
price on the NSE to return value to shareholders by 
carrying out a share buy back, much as our parent 
WPP has done in the UK? Scangroup has the cash! If 
not demonstrate to shareholders that by retaining 
capital, this can be deployed in a way that gives 
greater value to shareholders than a share buyback or 
a dividend payout. i.e it better in your pockets than in 
ours!  2. Noted a deterioration in the cash position 
despite higher dividend yields prevailing in 2022 
compared to the prior year. What is the reason for 
this?  A comment - there is no reason that I can see 
that prevents Scangroup announcing final year results 
within 60 days of the year end, as our parent does. 
AGM to be held no later than mid-May.  I'm aware of 
the CMA regulations on timelines etc., but we need a 
demonstration of efficiency from management in this  
regard. Likewise for calling for and holding of AGM, 
which in my view, can be held in early to mid-May 
latest.

Carl, thank you for attending the AGM. At the moment, there is no intent 
for a share buy back. As articulated in the AGM, the company has an 
aggressive growth agenda and will be exploring other investment 
opportunities (weighing risk and return) that are to bring higher value to 
shareholders. The reduction in cash is driven by lower trading in 2022 and 
payment of liabilities including media suppliers.

111 113487 MWAI,JOEL KARIUKI (20517719 ) 254722916975 DIVIDENDS For how long will the shareholders be put on this 
virtual meeting knowing well that most are elderly and 
remote areas, The expenses of holding physical agm 
should be turned into dividend

Dear Joel, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. Virtual AGM's provide more inclusivity and enable shareholders 
outside Nairobi to participate thus enabling more engagement from our 
shareholder base. In the foreseable future, due to the advantages that 
virtual AGMs offer, we anticipate the AGMs to be virtual

112 62091 OGELO,WALTER OTIENO (3310680 ) 254723984426 DIVIDENDS How do I access my unclaimed dividends ,can be paid 
through mpesa ?

Thank you Walter for your question. Dividends can be paid via MPESA as 
per your request by completing an Opt-in form. Our team will contact you 
to advise you on how you can update your dividend payment details. 
Additionally, you can contact us on 0709 170 000 or send an email to 
info@image.co.ke

113 39965 KAGO,JOYCE NYAWIRA (3059790 ) 254723320453 A.O.B Hi. Is the sound working, I don't seem to hear 
anything. Thanks

Dear Joyce, thank you for your question and participating in this year's 
AGM. We confirm that sound was working fine.
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